ABOUT HAWARD PUBLICATIONS

Haward Publications is a convenient online store where one can order professional books, standards, videos, CBTs and other references online through www.haward.cc. Affiliated with the largest publishers globally that specialize in scientific, technical, academic, engineering, business and medical books and materials, topped by a customer-friendly online interface, Haward Publications is truly the perfect source for individuals and book-seekers in the education and industrial fields.

Haward Publications boasts of its wide selection of books, references, codes, standards, training modules and even Computer-Based Training (CBT) solutions and softwares. Browse through www.haward.cc and you will get hundreds of thousands of titles provided by our globally affiliated publishers, wherein you will be satisfied by the value, convenience and quality service.

Aside from books, reference materials, videos and standards, anyone can now easily avail of state-of-the-art Computer-Based Trainings through Haward Publications. These CBTs are carefully developed by Haward Technology’s experts and instructors using a user-friendly and animated interface to make learning a convenient yet worthwhile learning experience. These CBTs boast of their interactive animations and simulated figures and diagrams to explain the topics within the program’s modules, presented in an organized and systematic approach for the participants to progress through the lessons at their own pace. Moreover, Haward Technology can further develop bespoke CBTs tailored to meet your more specific or specialized learning requirements.

There’s no need to leave the vicinity of your home or office as Haward Publications will deliver your orders straight to your door step.

Visit www.haward.cc now and learn how we can help you with your publications needs 24 x 7. For inquiries and assistance, email us at info@haward.cc.
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OUR AFFILIATE PUBLISHERS

We are currently affiliated with the largest international publishing companies in the US, UK and other parts of the world, allowing us to offer the best reference materials at the lowest price possible. Haward Publications gives as high as 38% discount off publisher’s list price and up to 30% less than Amazon’s discounted price for the same books.

Our affiliate publishers are:

- Aber Publishing
- Action Training Systems (ATS)
- American Society for Quality (ASQ)
- American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
- American Water Works Association (AWWA)
- Anshan
- ASHRAE
- ASM International
- Avicenna
- Best Publishing Co.
- Cabi Org Publication
- Cambridge University Press
- Cengage Learning
- Combined Book Services
- Continuum Books
- Earthscan
- Elsevier
- Global Professional Publishing (GPP)
- Grantham Books Services
- Gulf Publishing Co. (GPC)
- Health and Safety Executives (HSE)
- Information Age Publishing
- Institution of Chemical Engineering (IChemE)
- International Society for Automation (ISA)
- ISO International Organization
- John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
- Laxmi Publications
- Macmillan Distribution
- Mc-Graw Hill
- National Fire Prevention Association (NFPA)
- New Age Science
- Pearson
- Pennwell
- Show Me How Ltd.
- Springer-Verlag
- Studymates
- Taylor & Francis Group
- Techstreet
- TFM Publishing
- The American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE)
- The Chartered Institute of Environmental Health (CIEH)
- The Gas Processors Suppliers Association (GPSA)
- The Idea Bank
- Thorogood Publishing
- TSO
- Vett & Viten
- Woodhead Publishing
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OTHER AFFILIATE PUBLISHERS:

- A & C Black
- Academic Press
- Addison-Wesley
- Adobe Press
- Allyn & Bacon
- Aluminium Association
- American Ceramic Society
- Analytic Press
- AOCS Publishing
- AP Professional
- Architectural
- ASM International
- Asen
- Audel
- Auerbach Publications
- Barrington Stroke
- Barrons Educational Series
- BBC Active
- Benjamin Cummings
- Betty Crocker
- BIOS Scientific Publisher
- Birkbeck Law Press
- BMJ Books
- Brooks Cole
- Brunner - Mazel
- Brunner - Routledge
- Burns & Oates
- ButterHeinem HS
- ButterHeinem ST
- C & W Publishers
- Capstone
- Carfax
- Cavendish
- Chapman & Hall
- CIMA
- Cisco Press
- Class Publishers
- Cliff's Notes
- CMP
- Cochrane Library
- Continuum
- Course Technology
- CRC Press
- Culinary Institute of America
- Current Protocols
- Curzon
- David Fulton Publishers
- Delmar
- Digital Press
- Dorling Kindersley
- Edition Synapse
- EFPL Press
- Elsevier
- Ernst and Sohn
- ESI International
- Essential Evidence Plus
- Estates Gazette
- Fairmont Press
- Financial World
- Finishing Publications
- Focal Press
- For Dummies
- Frank Cass
- Frommers
- FT Prentice Hall
- Gale
- Garland Science
- Gordon & Breach
- Gulf Professional Pub
- Haworth Press
- Heinle
- Heldref Publications
- Howell Book House
- Industrial Press
- Informa Healthcare
- J. K. Lasser
- Jacaranda
- JAI Press
- John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
- Jossey-Bass
- Lauren’s Erilbaum
- Laxton’s
- Leadership Chnlenge
- Longman
- Macmillan Digital Audio
- Macmillan Education
- Macmillan Online Publication Service
- Made Simple
- Merriam-Webster
- MIT Press
- Morgan Kaufmann
- Narosa Publishing House
- Nature Publishing Corp.
- Network Continuum
- New Riders
- Newnes
- Palgrave Macmillan
- Pan Reference
- Parthenon Publishing
- Peachpit Press
- Pearson Education
- Penguin Longman
- Perg Flex Learn
- Pergamon Press
- Persephone Books Ltd.
- Pfeiffer
- Picador
- Pillbury
- Polity
- Routledge
- Routledge Cavendish
- Routledge Falmer
- Routledge India
- Ryland Peters & Small
- SAE & ASTM
- SAMS Publishing
- Schrimer
- Sinauer
- SMP & TOR
- South Western
- Spectroscopy Now
- Spon Press
- Stata Press
- Steel Founders Society of America
- Swedish Pharmaceutical Press
- Swets and Zeitlinger Publisher
- Sybex
- Syngress Media
- T & T Clark
- Taylor & Francis Group
- Taylor Graham Journals
- Teach Yourself Visually
- The Unofficial Guides
- Theater Arts Book
- Theonnes Continuum
- Think Books
- UCL Press
- U S B
- Verlag Stahlschussel
- Visual
- Wadsworth
- Weight Watchers
- WH Freeman
- Wharton
- Wiley-AICHE
- William Andrew
- Wrox
- York Notes
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